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Open Show  

6 October 2013-10-06 

 

Chihuahua (Long Coat) 

 

Junior:  (2,0) 

1. Dickson’s Redrowan Lodge League of Her Own:  16 month bitch.  Good 

head, eye and earset.  Good length of neck on well laid shoulders and good 

front.  Well bodied with level back, leading to sound hindquarters with good 

turn of stifle.   Moved soundly but more animation, and better head carriage 

would have completed the picture.   Presented in very good coat.  RBOB 

2. Lodwick’s Amarantos Harley of Pocoperro.  BPIB 
 

Post Graduate (3,0) 

1. Bickers and McIntyre’s Ridgehawk Sonnet to Sirella  18 month dog.  Good 

head and expression.  Well placed ears used to advantage.  Good length of 

neck.  Shoulder could be better laid back.  In good body with level topline.   

Moved very well in profile, and was vivavious,  although untidy moving 

away.   Unfortunately very much lacking in coat at present. 

2. Lodwick’s Pocoperro Amazing Grace 

3. Emeny’s Cholas Black Onyx 

 

Open (3.0) 

1.  Lodwick’s Pocoperro Maria  5 year old bitch.    Excellent domed lead with large 

dark eye.  Ears well set and used to advantage.  Good length to muzzle and good bite.  

Perhaps a touch shorter in neck than ideal.  OK in shoulder angulation and front could 

be a little straighter.   Level topline.  Moved very well in profile and presented in 

excellent coat.  BOB 

2.  Bickers and McIntyre’s Sirella Sheila Take a Bow.   

3.  Dee’s Coltham Dancing Queen for Lowenchi 

 

 

 

Chihuahua (Smooth Coat) 

 

Special Yearling (4,0) 

1. Dee and Hammink’s Hometown Glory’s Hey Jude 11 month Dog.   Nicely 

domed skull with well placed ears but needs more length to muzzle.   Good 

neck and sholder placement and straight front on the stand.  Level back and 

good tailset.  Moved well in profile but untidy moving away. BPIB 

2. Emeny’s Chilovely Heaven Sent   

3. Bickers and McIntyre’s Sirella Sweet Nothing. 

 

Open (5,0) 

1.  Bickers, McIntyre and Soper’s Sirella She’s a Rainbow to Leander  Almost 2 

year old Cream bitch.   Good skull and earset.   Muzzle of good length but lacking in 

underjaw.  Good length to neck and shoulder well placed.   Level back with correctly 

set and carried tail.  Sound hindquarters with adequate turn of stifle.  Moved well. 

BOB 



 

2. Simpson’s Eikenberry Popcorn -  RBOB 

3. Simpson’s Gapetta’s Ringmaster avec Cholas 

 

 

Chinese Crested. 

 

Junior (2,0) 

1. Crow’s Solino’s Demolition Man (imp Deu) 7 month hairless male.  Well 

upto size and somewhat heavy in bone but a dog of of quality all through..  

Good head and expression with good crest leading to an excellent neck and 

well placed shoulders.  Straight front.  Level back leading to well angulated 

croup and hindquarters.   Moved very well in profile but rather generous in 

front coming towards.  BP 

2. Master’s Esquimeaux Skin Deep 

 

Post Graduate: (2,0) 

1. Eldridge and Swann’s Ulani Sequins and Pearls 18 month Powderpuff 

bitch of good size.  Lovely head and expression with good length of neck.  

Well angulated shoulders although stands a touch out at elbow if her head 

drops.  Level topline falling away nicely over the croup with well angulated 

hind.  Moves very well in profile but again a tendency to be a touch out at 

elbow moving towards.   BOB 

2. Crow’s Konishiki’s Instant Hit.    

 

Open (1,0) 

1.  Crow’s Leibwache Rufus Ruffcut. 3yo hairless male again of nice size..   Good 

head and expression although dentition was incomplete, which was a pity. Excellent 

neck and straight front with well placed shoulders.  Well bodied with level topline and 

good croup.  Sound well angulated hindquarters.  Excellent on the move – in profile 

and with soundness.  RBOB 

 

 

 

Dr Russell Hodges (Judge) 

 

 

 

 


